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Let FE R[X,,..., X,,] be a form of degree s which detines the 
homogeneous subscheme Cc k”+ I. We look for the smallest number r 
such that for some system of coordinates { Y, ,..,, Y, >, FE k[ Y, ,..., Y,] c 
kC Y, ,..., Yn], or equivalently FE ( Y, ,..., Y,)‘. Geometrically the problem is 
that of finding the largest additive group subscheme SC k”+’ 
(S= { Y, = o,..., Y, = 0 j ) acting on C, i.e., C+S= C in the sense of 
addition in k” + ’ [H]. 
If k is a perfect field of characteristic p, r is considered as a nondecreas- 
ing sequence 0 < r( 1) d r(2) < . . d n and we look for the smallest 
sequence, in the lexicographic order, such that 
FEkCY,,..., Y,(,), Y:c~,,p..., Y$z), Y:fz)+w., Y:;;J’v.l 
for some regular system of coordinates { Yi,..., Y,,} [HMV]. 
Let S, = ( Y, = O,..., Y,,,, = 0}, then the flag of linear subschemes 
k “+‘=So~sS1~Sz... =,s/I> ... 
is an invariant corresponding to C (independent of the coordinates) [VV]. 
As to give a geometrical interpretation of this flag, if we denote by c and 
S, the induced subschemes of P” and assume that C is irreducible we show 
that a point QES,-S~+~ if and only if I’[K(C): K(H)] =pe where i[:] 
denotes the degree of inseparability of the fields of rational functions 
corresponding to a projection from Q to a hyperplane H. 
It is known that if k is a field of characteristic zero there is a nonempty 
open subset U c H such that a is not tangent to C at any point if Q’ E U. 
If k has positive characteristic this fact fails to hold if (and only if) Q E S,, 
where S, denotes the first proper subscheme of the flag. 
Let R = k[[X,,..., X,,]] denote the ring of formal power series over a 
field k of characteristic zero with maximal ideal A. Given an ideal Ic R of 
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order s consider the pairs (-7, t) such that for some regular system of 
parameters (y } 
Ic (y, ,...) y,)” + Al’= J 
It is a consequence of [M] that if ( -r, t) and { y} are chosen as above 
and (-r, t) is maximal in the lexicographic order with this condition then 
the ideal J is well defined (independent of the election of (v}). 
In this paper we shall prove that result when k is a perfect field and r is 
replaced by a sequence as pointed out above. 
The interest of this problem follows from its relation with the 
Thorn-Boardman numbers associated to a map. 
NOTATION. In what follow k denotes a perfect field of characteristic p, 
P= k[X, ,..., X, J, a polynomial ring and R = k[[X, ,..., X,,]], the ring of 
formal power series over ‘k. 
1 
PROPOSITION 1.1 [VV]. Let I c P be an ideal generated by forms of 
degree s. For each CI 6 s define 
A*(I) = a"r; p(o)x o.. . a+)x, FEZ, cc(O)+ e.. +cr(n)<a > 
then: 
(1) the ideals A,(Z) are well defined independently of the system of 
coordinates {X0,..., X,} of P. 
(2) As-l(4 Z’S of the form (Yo,..., YTclj, Y~l~+,,...~ Y$,, 
yr9’2, +1 ,...> Y$i’,... ) for some nondecreasing sequence t: NW (0) + 
(0, l,..., n} and some system of coordinates { Y, ,..., Y,}. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A,- i(Z) is called the quasi-regular ideal associated to I 
and t = (z( 1) ,..., z(l) ,...) the sequence associated to I. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Given A,- i(Z) and z as in Proposition 1 .l, let 
S,Ck”+’ be the subspace defined by (Ys’,..., Y&} ea 1 and S, = k”+‘. 
Then S,~S,z ... 2 S,. Assume I is such that S, = S, trt > 1. 
THEOREM 1.1 [VV]. SI is the largest proper additive subscheme of k”+ ’ 
acting on the homogeneous subscheme F defined by I. Therefore 
F/S, c k” + i/S, N k’(‘)+ ’ and: 
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(1) s$S[I>s,/s,x ... 3 S/S,= 0 is the flag associated to F/S, in 
k” + l/S,. 
(2) If Psi denotes the subring of invariants, then PSI = k[ Y,,..., Y,(,,] 
and each S,/S, is defined by ( Y$ ,..., Y!$,). 
LEMMA 1.2 [VV]. Given Fc P” a projective scheme associated to an 
homogeneous ideal Z c P generated by forms of degree s. Q a point of [FD” and 
X 0 ,..., X, chosen such that Q = (1,0 ,..., 0). Then Q E S, if and only if the ideal 
Z admits generators in the ring k[X{‘, XI,..., X,,]. 
Remark 1.2. Let H,, H, be two hyperplanes of P” and Q a point at 
P” - (H, u H,). Let F be a hypersurface of P” defined by an irreducible 
form GE P of degree s > 1, then the projection rc: P” - Q + Hi verifies that 
the diagram 
P-Q 
commutes. 
Since the restriction of TT to F - Q is clearly dominant the corresponding 
diagram of field of rational functions 
K(HI 144 K(H,) 
asserts that the embedding of K( H,) = K( P”- ‘) depends only on Q. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let F be an irreducible hypersurface of P” as before 
and &I S, II . . . 3 S, subvarieties of IFn” induced by the subspaces 
s()3s, 3 . . . 13 SI of k” + ’ for C(F) (the cone of F) as in Definition 1.2. Then 
a point QES,-S~+~ zf and only zf i[K(F): K(P”-‘)I =p’ (degree of 
inseparability of K( P” -- ’ ) 4 n K(F) as in Remark 1.2). 
Proof Choose a system of coordinates at which Q = (1, O,..., 0) and 
H=P”-I= {x0=0}. 
If G is the irreducible form defining F then GE k[X,P, XI,..., X,] 
(Lemma 1.2). 
At U= P” - {X, = 0}, Fn U is defined by the irreducible polynomial 
g E k[ ( XO/Xn)pc, X,/X,, ,..., X, _ ,/X,1 and H n U is defined by X0/X,. 
Let Ui=XJX,, then K(H)=k(U, ,..., UndI), gEk[U,P, U1 ,..., U,-,] is 
irreducible and K(F) = k( U, ,..., U, ~ 1)[ U,]/g. 
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If Q E 3, - S,+ i then g # k( U, ,..., U,- ,)[ UC”], therefore g is separable 
as polynomial in k(U,)[ U$‘]. Now the assertions are straightforward. 
2 
DEFINITION 2.1. Given subsets I,-, ,..., I,, I, of a ring, denote by 
[I*- I ,..., Z,]” the ideal generated by all weighted forms of degree t b s, 
PAL , ,..., j,), j, E Z,, with a grading such that the elements of ZSei are 
homogeneous of degree i Note that I,, c [I,- i ,..., Z,]“. 
Remark 2.1. If Zc R denotes an ideal of the ring of formal power series 
over k, then the ideals d,(Z) of Proposition 1.1 can be defined and (1) still 
holds. Moreover it is well known that d,(Z) c R is proper if and only if 
order of Z is bigger then oz. 
NOTATION. H,s(Z)= [d,_,(Z),..., d,(Z)]“. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Given {x, ,..., x,} a regular system of parameters of R 
and a nondecreasing sequence z: Nu {O} --t { 1, 2,..., n} denote by 
Cl41” = Clx,,..., -Q), xfc,,+ ,,..., x$,, $$,+ ,,..., $$),..., -&’ ... II” the 
ideal in R generated by monomials in R’= k[/x, ,..., x,(~), x$,)+ ,,..., 
x:(z), x$z, + , >..., x:;~,,..., X$)‘,..., 11 of total degree 2s in R. We extend this 
definition to P = k[Xl ,..., X,] replacing “regular system of parameters” by 
“system of coordinates.” 
THEOREM 2.1 [VV]. Let Zc k[X,,..., X,,] be an ideal generated by 
forms of degree s then 
H,(O= Cl~I~...~ XT(l), xp(,,+w., X&p X$)+1,..., q(y- II” 
where {X, ,..., X,, } and 7 correspond to the quasi-regular ideal associated to Z 
(Definition 1.1). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Given {x> = {x, ,..., x, > and t as in Definition 2.2 then: 
ff.LCl-dl”)= Clxll”. 
Proof. As pointed out in Definition 2.1, [lx/]” c Z-Z,( [ 1x1]“). The other 
inclution follows from: 
(i) if D is any differential operator of the form 
a a D=-...- aLVl)x I aP(n)x " 
(. denotes composition of operators) then D(R’) c R’. 
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(ii) H,( [ 1x1]“) is generated by monomials of degree >s in R. 
In what follows consider different pairs ({x}, r), (( y }, r) with different 
systems of coordinates (or regular systems of parameters) for a fixed 
sequence r. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let M be the maximal ideal of the ring R of formal 
power series. Given ({x}, ~1 and ({y}, 7) such that 
[IxI]“+M’c [Iy(]“+M’, then [JxIIS+M’= [lyl]“+M’. 
ProoJ Since [(xl 1” f M’ is spanned by monomials in (x} it is clear 
that In([lxl]“+M’)= [1X1]“+&” (A= (gr,,,(R)i) and Xi=in(xi)). 
Now [1X1]” + A” c [ ( Yl]” + A’. But each homogeneous component of 
these graded ideals has a dimension that depends only on r and t which is 
the same for both so [lXl]“+jl;“‘= [IY(]“+A’. 
Now at R we have [(~l]~+M’~[lyl]~+M’ and In([lxl]“+M’)= 
In([‘yj]“+M’), therefore [Ix(IS+M’= [lyl]“+M’, as was to be shown. 
Remark 2.2. Given an ideal I c R of order s, we shall associate to Z the 
set of pairs ((x}, r), where r is the sequence corresponding to the 
homogeneous ideal of gr,(R) generated by 
z+MS+’ 
M s+ 1 c CcARL. 
LEMMA 2.3. Given Zc R an ideal of order s there is a pair ({x}, z) and a 
number t > s such that H,(Z) + M’= [lx\]” + M’. 
Proof. Let us exhibit an example. If t = s + 1 then H,(Z) + M”+’ = 
H,(Z,) + MS+ I, where Z, denotes the ideal spanned by the forms of degree s 
which appear on the Taylor development of the different elements of Z, 
respect o a regular system of parameters { y ). 
The natural identification of these forms of degree s with the generators 
of [In(Z = (I+ M’+‘)/W+’ allows us to find a pair ({x), r) such that 
H,(Z,)+M”+‘=[~x[]~+W+’ and r corresponds to [In(Z)],cgr,(R) 
c.q.d. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let ({y}, z) correspond to Z as in Remark 2.2, if 
Zc [ly(]“+M” then [IyJ]“+M”=H,(Z)+M”. 
Proof Since Zc [IY(]~+M” then da(Z)cdDLIIy(]S+M”--C( and 
H,(Z)+Mf’~H,([Jyl]“)+M”= [ly(]“+M” (Proposition 2.1). 
In order to prove the equality it suffices to show that 
In(ZZ,(Z)+M”)=In([yl]“+M”). 
Now In(H,(Z) + M”) = In(H,(Z)) + A”‘, Jz’ = ([gr,(R)] i), and it is 
clear that H,V( [In(Z) c In(H,(Z)) in gr,(R). 
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But now H,([In(l)],) = [/Xl]” for some system of coordinates (X} and 
the same sequence z as before (Remark 2.2). 
[~Xl]“+&“cIn(H,(Z)+M”)cIn([~yl]“+M”)= [IY(]“+A!” 
(( Y} denotes the class of { y} at gr,,,,R). 
Then [1X1]” + A”’ = [ 1 YI 1” + A” (Proposition 2.2) therefore: 
In(H,(Z) + M”) = In( [ Ivl]” + Ml’) 
as was to be shown. 
THEOREM 2.2. Given an ideal Zc R of order s, let T be associated to Z as 
in Remark 2.2 then: 
(i) there exists t E N LJ {co } maximal such that for some ({x}, T) 
zc [lxl]” + M’ (M”=O,) (Definition 2.2). 
(ii) If t is maximal as above then the ideal [(xl 1” + M’ is constructible, 
well deJined independently of {x} and moreover 
[ /xl]” + M’ = H,(Z) + M’. 
Proof: Follows from Lemma 2.4. 
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